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We have continued our recently started systematic study of Be X-ray binary (BeXRB) outbursts.
Specifically, we are developing a catalogue of outbursts including their basic properties based on
nearly all available X-ray all-sky-monitors. These properties are derived by fitting asymmetric
Gaussians to the outburst lightcurves. This model describes most of the outbursts covered by
our preliminary catalogue well; only 13% of all datasets show more complex outburst shapes.
Analyzing the basic properties, we reveal a strong correlation between the outburst length and the
reached peak flux. As an example, we discuss possible models describing the observed correlation
in EXO 2030+375.
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1. Be X-ray binary outbursts
In a Be X-ray binary (BeXRB) a compact object, in all known systems except one1 a neutron
star, is orbiting a Be-type companion, i.e., an O- or B-type star that shows emission lines in its
optical spectrum. These lines originate from a circumstellar disc (Be-disk) around the Be-star. See
[16] for a recent review of classical Be-stars. The most prominent emission line, Hα , shows strong
variability on both short and long timescales. In X-ray binaries, the line profile can evolve from
showing one peak to showing two or even more peaks within weeks, while the line flux varies over
the years, as found in, e.g., A0535+262 [9]. See [14] for a recent review about BeXRBs.
As opposed to supergiant O or B-stars, Be stars do not have a strong stellar wind that leads
to a constant accretion of matter onto the compact object. Consequently, the binary does not show
strong, persistent X-ray emission if the compact object is some 100 lt-s away from its companion2.
In case of an eccentric orbit, however, strong X-ray flares may occur around periastron, when the
compact object accretes matter from the Be-disk or the companion directly. These type I X-ray
outbursts usually last a few weeks, until the source’s flux decays below the detection limit of all
sky-monitors again. Surprisingly, type I outbursts do not happen every orbital period. In fact, there
are only a few systems where regular outbursts have been observed (e.g., GRO J1008−57 [5] or
2S 1845−024 [3]). The largest fraction of all known systems is in a quiescent state for years to
decades until they enter an active state showing a few type I outbursts of different brightnesses
(see [11] for a theoretical investigation, and references therein). A BeXRB can also exhibit type
II “giant” outbursts that are often not connected to any specific orbital phase, but are almost an
order of magnitude brighter than a type I outburst. Intermediate or irregular type outbursts, which
show other characteristics, have been observed as well. The unpredictable nature of most BeXRB
outbursts, in time as well as in brightness and regarding their evolution, is a current topic of both
observational and theoretical work. Discussed scenarios include size changes of the Be star’s cir-
cumstellar disk (see [1] and references therein), inclined disks with respect to the orbital plane
[12, 8]), or precessing and warped Be disks [9]. All these scenarios point at the Be-star as origin
for the observed X-ray behaviour. As further evidence, in the case of GRO 1008-57 we have shown
that the only varying quantity is likely to be the mass accretion rate [5, 6]. It is defined by the
available mass within the system and, thus, by the activity of the Be-type companion star.
In order to investigate the scenarios mentioned above and the connection between the X-ray
and the Be-star activities detailed studies of peculiar outbursts as well as of a large sample of
similar outbursts across different sources are needed. Only a few of such studies can be found in the
literature yet [15]. The main obstacle is a missing outburst catalogue including meta information
(basic properties and available observations). The presented work continues the systematic study
we have started recently [4] and, especially, starts to close the gap of a missing outburst catalogue.
1Recently, it has been shown that the B1.5–B2 III star MWC656 is orbited by a 3.8–6.9 M black hole [2]. Its X-ray
luminosity is consistent with a black hole in a quiescent state [10] and currently the black hole does not accrete from its
donor star as consistent with current models [13].
2There are cases, however, where X-rays are detected during an apparent quiescent state in, e.g., A 0535+26 [17].
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2. A modern catalogue including meta information
In order to perform an efficient analysis of available all-sky and pointed observations to answer
detailed questions about BeXRBs, a complete outburst and activity catalogue of all existing sources
is necessary. Furthermore, it is essential to add basic properties about each outburst and the times
of available pointed observations to this catalogue. This allows us to perform custom queries based
on scientific goals. As basic properties we are in the process of deriving the following aspects for
each outburst:
• the date the outburst reached its maximum flux, which we use as identifier
• lightcurve properties such as the duration of the rise and decline and the maximum flux
• the outburst shape and the occurrence of short flares or peculiarities
• simple spectral information like the hardness ratio
• binary information, for instance the orbital phase
In order to investigate the spectral information and to constrain the other properties in the best way,
we use the following instruments and energy ranges:
• Integral -ISGRI3 (17–80 keV) and -JEM-X3 (3–35 keV)
• Swift-BAT4 (15–50 keV)
• CGRO -BATSE5 (20–160 keV)
• RXTE -ASM6 (2–10 keV)
• MAXI 7 (3–20 keV)
The lightcurve properties can be obtained by fitting the observed outburst with a model describing
its general shape. Since we are mainly interested in parameters like the maximum flux, at which
date it is reached, and the rise and decline time, the model will not take into account pre- or post-
flares or flux variations on the order of a few days.
A few observed outbursts seem to rise or fall linearly, for example the decline of the 2008
March/April outburst of 4U 0115+634 in hard X-rays (see the BAT-lightcurve as shown in Fig. 3).
A model describing the outburst linearly does not, however, work for the majority of sources and
outbursts. Furthermore, residuals remain in some cases, which requires a sudden slope change of
the linear model. We find that an asymmetric Gaussian with an optional plateau at the maximum
is able to describe most of the observed outbursts and does not require a slope change. Its flux
3HEAVENS lightcurves: http://isdc.unige.ch/heavens/
4BAT Hard X-ray Survey: http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/results/bs70mon/
5BATSE Earth Occultation lightcurves: http://www.batse.msfc.nasa.gov/batse/occultation/list.html
6ASM lightcurves: http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xte/ASM/sources.html
7MAXI lightcurves: http://maxi.riken.jp/mxondem/
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Figure 1: The asymmetric Gaussian model (left) as defined in Eq. 2.1 is applied to the Integral -ISGRI
and -JEM-X lightcurves of the 2011 June outburst of 4U 0115+634 (right). Fluxes are in mCrab in the
instrument’s energy range and error bars are included. The model provides a good overall description of the
outburst evolution. However, the residuals cause a high χ2red ≈ 65 due to small flux changes on timescales of
a day, which are detected because of the good quality of the Integral -data.
evolution f (t) over an outburst is defined as:
f (t) =

fmax exp
(
−2
(
t−tmax+0.5 tplateau
trise
)2)
, t < tmax−0.5 tplateau
fmax , −0.5 tplateau ≤ t− tmax ≤ 0.5 tplateau
fmax exp
(
−2
(
t−tmax−0.5 tplateau
tdecl
)2)
, t > tmax +0.5 tplateau
(2.1)
with the maximum flux, fmax, during a plateau with the duration, tplateau, and its mid-time, tmax. The
rise- and decline-time, trise and tdecl, respectively, represent the 2σ interval of the corresponding
Gaussian. Using this choice of parameters we define the outburst length, tlength, to be
tlength = trise + tdecl + tplateau (2.2)
During this time more than 95% of the integrated flux is covered. If we assume that the mass
accretion rate is proportional to the observed flux, it means that 95% of the total mass is accreted
during tlength.
The asymmetric Gaussian model as defined in Eq. 2.1 is illustrated in Fig. 1 (left). As an
example the individual fits to the Integral -ISGRI and -JEM-X lightcurves to the 2011 June outburst
of 4U 0115+634 are shown as well (right). Although the general flux evolution over the ∼40 days
of activity is described successfully, the fit quality of χ2ref ≈ 65 with 34 d.o.f. is not indicating
a good fit. The reason is the good quality of the Integral flux measurements, resulting in small
uncertainties. These reveal a short term flux variation on the order of a few days, especially in
JEM-X at lower X-ray energies, which are not described by our simple model. A model describing
such short-term variations is, however, outside of the scope of our work. The asymmetric Gaussian
model is sufficient to reach our goal to determine basic outburst parameters for our catalogue.
2.1 Preliminary outburst catalogue
So far, our preliminary catalogue of BeXRBs contains 16 sources (see Table 1). After the
lightcurves of the different instruments listed above were rebinned to a 1 d time resolution we
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Figure 2: The activity periods for the 16 sources in our preliminary catalogue as detected in all used instru-
ments. The duration of each activity period, i.e., the thickness of the lines, corresponds to the outburst length
(see Eq. 2.2) after a fit to the model defined in Eq. 2.1. Lines drawn in gray represent outbursts with a low
signal quality or where the model is unable to describe the outburst flux evolution.
have added almost all outbursts and activity periods that can be detected by eye to the catalogue.
This leads to 217 detected outbursts (see Table 1 and Fig. 2) and 351 individual datasets (there
is one dataset for each outburst and detector). We are in the process of systematically analyzing
the lightcurves using the Bayesian Block detection technique as developed by [18] to add weaker
outbursts to the catalogue. Furthmore, we will include activity periods as reported in the literature.
After having identified an outburst of a source in any of the instruments we have fitted the
asymmetric Gaussian model as defined in Eq. 2.1 to the corresponding lightcurves. The time range
for the fit is selected starting at the maximum observed flux until the data of three consecutive
days have a signal-to-noise ratio smaller than two. Detected pre- or post-flares are ignored. The
fit-strategy includes a first fit without a plateau to get reasonable start parameters for a secondary
fit, where a plateau is allowed. This prevents weak outbursts from being fitted by a plateau alone,
i.e., with a negligible rise- or decline-time. If the plateau length is consistent with zero at the three
sigma level it is fixed to zero.
From all 315 datasets in our preliminary catalogue, 63% could be fitted successfully with the
asymmetric Gaussian model. 67% of the failed fits, i.e., 25% of all datasets, are due to a low
signal-to-noise ratio. The remaining 42 datasets show complex outburst shapes where the general
flux evolution does not follow an asymmetric Gaussian.
Figures 3 and 4 show examples of successful fits to the data of both the soft (RXTE -ASM
or MAXI ) and hard X-ray lightcurves (Swift-BAT). In the case of the 2008 March/April outburst
of 4U 0115+634 (Fig. 3), differences in the declining phase between the soft and hard X-rays are
revealed. In contrast to 4U 0115+634, the peak of the 2010 July outburst of EXO 2030+375 in the
soft X-rays seems to be delayed compared to its hard X-ray lightcurve (see Fig. 4). Unfortunately,
the decline of the outburst was not covered by MAXI .
As an example for complex outbursts included in our catalogue Figures 5 and 6 show the 2003
October/November outburst of MXB 0656−072 as observed by RXTE -ASM and the 2013 March
activity of GX 304−1 as seen by Swift-BAT, respectively. In the first strong daily flaring with
an amplitude around a factor of two is seen after a short rising part. After around 40 days the
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Table 1: The sources in our preliminary catalogue and detected number of outbursts. The coordinates (RA
& DEC) are from Simbada.
Source RA DEC Outbursts
4U 0115+634 01h18m31.90s +63◦44m24.0s 10
V 0332+53 03h34m59.905s +53◦10m23.34s 7
1A 0535+262 05h38m54.573s +26◦18h56.83s 16
MXB 0656−072 06h58m17.29s −07◦12h35.2s 5
GRO J1008−57 10h09m44s −58◦17.7m 17
1A 1118−61 11h20m57.177s −61◦55m00.24s 2
GX 304−1 13h01m17.10s −61◦36h06.6s 15
2S 1417−624 14h21m12.8s −62◦41m54s 2
Swift J1626.6−5156 16h26m36.24s −51◦56m33.5s 1
Swift J1816.7−1613 18h16m42.66s −16◦13m23.4s 4
2S 1845−024 18h48m17.7s −02◦25h13s 12
XTE J1946+274 19h45m39.36s +27◦21h55.5s 15
KS 1947+300 19h49m35.49s +30◦12h31.8s 15
EXO 2030+375 20h32m15.28s +37◦38h14.9s 88
SAX J2103.5+4545 21h03m35.71s +45◦45h05.5s 5
Cep X−4 21h39m30.684s +56◦59m10.45s 3
a http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
flaring stops and the outburst decays smoothly into quiescence. In the latter source three outbursts
of ∼10 days duration are detected, which partly overlap. Outside of this unusual activity residual
emission is detected. The reason for the interesting behavior of these two examples is not under-
stood yet [need to check]. Such peculiar outbursts will be marked in our catalogue to easily identify
peculiarities and allow for both detailed studies and quantitative comparisons.
2.2 Examples of meta data analysis
Once we have fitted the asymmetric Gaussian model of Eq. 2.1 to the many outbursts of a
particular source we can start to investigate the resulting fit parameters quantitatively. As a prime
example Fig. 7 (left) shows the dependency of the outburst length of EXO 2030+375 as defined
in Eq. 2.2 on the peak luminosity reached during each outburst. A clear correlation is visible: the
brighter an outburst the longer it lasts. The observed flux has been converted into units of the Crab
and then into luminosity relative to that of the Crab by d2/d2crab, where d= 7.1(2)kpc is the distance
to EXO 2030+375 [19] and dcrab = 2.0kpc the assumed distance to the Crab [7]. The correlation
between the outburst length and the peak flux is confirmed by all instruments used and roughly
follows a power-law. A simple fit of the correlation, however, results in a bad fit (3; gray, dashed
line) owing to residuals below a luminosity of ∼ 1 Crab. A minimum non-zero outburst length,
i.e., a constant offset of the power-law results in a better description of the correlation (2; black,
dashed line). Further investigation reveals, however, that the discrepancy to a simple power-law is
mainly driven by the observed type II “giant” outburst in 2006 August that reached a luminosity
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Figure 3: The 2008 March/April outburst of
4U 0115+634 as seen with RXTE -ASM and Swift-
BAT. Although differences are visible in both
lightcurves, the asymmetric Gaussian model is able
to fit the data.
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Figure 4: Data and fitted model to the 2010 July
outburst of EXO 2030+375. The peak in the soft
X-rays as measured by MAXI seems to be delayed
relative to the hard X-rays in Swift-BAT.
around 10 Crab in Swift-BAT and lasted for more than 100 days. EXO 2030+375 exhibits one
outburst during each orbital period, which is Porb = 46.02 d [20]. Thus, the “giant” outburst spans
more than two full orbits as opposed to all other observed outbursts of the source. In fact, this
outburst might also be an overlap of two strong type I outbursts, which may explain the complex
outburst shape as shown in Fig. 7 (right). If we exclude the parameters of the “giant” outburst from
the correlation, a simple power-law describes the data (1; solid, black line) as well as a power-law
with a constant offset. There is evidence that the other 15 sources in our catalogue show similar
correlations between the peak luminosity and the outburst length. We are currently investigating
the parameters of the correlations among all sources in our sample.
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Figure 5: An extreme flaring period of about 40
days in duration is detected in RXTE -ASM after
the rise of the 2003 October/November outburst of
MXB 0656−072.
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Figure 6: Three weak, overlapping outbursts of
GX 304−1 in 2013 March. Apart from some resid-
ual emission, the total activity period is not longer
than 40 days.
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Figure 7: The fitted length of each outburst of EXO 2030+375 detected in Swift-BAT (red), RXTE -ASM
(blue), MAXI (green), Integral -ISGRI (yellow) and Integral -JEM-X (orange) over the outburst’s peak lumi-
nosity (left). The luminosities have been shifted to match the Swift-BAT measurements. A clear correlation
is visible, which can be described by a power-law with a constant offset (2: black, dashed line). A fit without
the offset (3; gray, dashed line) results in a worse description. The type II outburst with a luminosity around
10 Crab with a duration of more than 100 days (lightcurve on the right) is longer than both the orbital pe-
riod Porb (indicated by the lower dotted line in the left plot) and the usual time span ∆T (upper dotted line)
between two consecutive outbursts. If this outburst is ignored in the correlation (left; transparent points),
a simple power-law (1; black, solid line) results in a statistically equal description to the power-law with a
constant offset for all data(2).
3. Outlook
The list of outbursts in our preliminary catalogue presented here is currently being extended
to include weaker outbursts and activity periods as reported in the literature. The final catalogue
will be published soon (Kretschmar et al., in prep.) and will be kept up-to-date in terms of recent
outburst and sources.
The analysis of the outburst properties, especially the correlation between the peak luminosity
and the outburst length, is finalized. We will use recent theoretical work by [12] to calculate the
expected outburst shapes based on simulated mass accretion rates. The resulting shapes will be
compared and fitted to the outbursts in our catalogue (Kühnel et al., in prep.).
In addition to the catalogue, we are also investigating individual sources. As shown in Fig. 7
(left) the mean time span ∆T = 49.8(1.7) d between two consecutive outbursts of EXO 2030+375
is slightly larger than its orbital period of Porb = 46.02 d. Although the reason for this 2.2σ ob-
servation might be of statistical nature, further analysis of meta information shows a significant
change of the orbital phase, at which the peak flux is reached, over time (Wilson-Hodge et al., in
prep.).
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